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SUMMARY

CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
Many writers have written books on William Blake
and his poetry.

Some have attempted to deal with nearly

all aspects of the man and his works.

Others have con-

fined the scope of their books to the Prophetic Poems,
the Songs 2f Innocence and/or Songs 2f Experience, or
other portions of his work.

Nevertheless, little effort

has been made to show Blake's use of the four Zoas as
individual symbols to reveal his philosophy.
I.
Statement

THE PROBLEM

21 the problem. It was the purpose of

this study (1) to present a simplified background of
Blake's philosophy and values and a clear concept of what
Urizen is and (2) to show Blake's use of Urizenic symbols
in presenting his views of the world in which he lived.
II.
Mythology.

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
The first two definitions given of

''myth" in Webster's~ World Dictionary deal with myth
as a traditional story of unknown authorship.

By this

qualification Blake's series of prophetic poems are not
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mythology.

A further part of the definition does apply

to mythology as it is used in this paper:

"serving

usually to explain some phenomenon of nature, the origin
of man • • • myth usually involves the exploits of gods
and heroes. ''

Ill! world.

The term "the world" in this paper

refers to all those things that can be observed by the
senses, those things commonly referred to as "reality."
ORGANIZATION OF THE REMAINDER OF THE PAPER
Chapter II is divided into three parts.

Part I

will give the reader a background of Blake's philosophy
and values.

Part II will offer a brief discussion of

what Urizen is and Blake's awareness of the world around
him as revealed by Urizenic symbols.

Part III will illus-

trate Blake's use of Urizenic symbols to show his views
on the social, sexual, theological, psychological, and
political aspects of the world.

CHAPTER II
URIZENIC SYMBOLS IN THE POETRY OF WILLIAM BLAKE
I.

BACKGROUND

Before even a minimal understanding of William
Blake's concept of Urizen can be attained, it is necessary to know something of Blake's religious philosophy
and values, his view of the world and man, and the mythology he created.

Following, ~hen, are brief statements

concerning Blake's world.
Religion.

Although William Blake read and believed

the Bible in a poetic (i.e. "diabolic") sense, he did not
subscribe to any of the orthodox beliefs regarding the
Christian faith.

Blake's interpretation of the Scriptures

were so unconventional that he did not long seek religious
fellowship with any group.

His religious philosophy took

the form of seeing God and man as one in what he called
"The Human Form Divine." Mark Scharer states Blake's
position well:
Yet there is a sharp difference between Blake's
concept of God and that of the deists, for if the
God of natural religion is not a judge who lacks
a sense of justice, he is an archetype of Newton
--"the great mechanic of the creation; the first
philosopher and original teacher of all science."
This is a deity no more satisfactory to Blake, yet
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proving, perhaps, his argument that "Man can have
no idea of any thing greater than Man, as a cup
cannot contain more than its capaciousness."
The difficulty was that, in the eighteenth century,
''man has closed himself up, till he sees all things
thro' narrow chinks of his cavern." The whole
narrative principle of Blake's prophecies is that
when Albion, the universal man, falls, then God is
falling too, which is saying that our gods are
fashioned to express our own condition. If we are
plagued by a sense of sin, our God is a judge; if
we inflate our reason, our God is a rationalist.
In Blake's mind, the weakness of the God of judg•
ment and the Newtonian God was that both were held
apart from man in abstract heavens, the one bound
by his moral law, the other by the laws of physics.
To law, for god and men, Blake opposed love (9:121).
~.

Blake believed that rules, regulations, and

laws of every sort were unnecessary and undesirable
shackles and manacles forged by the mind, and that mankind should throw off the "stony ten commands."

He

thought that passion is more to be desired than reason.
The finite world results from man's allowing reason to
set up a separate empire (epitomized in 18th century
rationalism, especially of Locke and Newton).
As one critic points out:
Behind the evils of this world, in Blake's mind,
towered the grim spectres of Locke and Newton.
The fall of man, he believed, had resulted in his
enslavement by reason and the natural universe
which is the externalization of reason and these
had introduced error which was evil. Locke and
Newton had promulgated a doctrine of reason and a
rational universe which had contributed to the
enslavement of man, and sanctioned and motivated
the spread of the specific evils of the eighteenth
century, and threatened the ultimate destruction
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of man. The emancipation of man, his redemption,
is to be achieved by the triumph of the imagination
over reason. The imagination is the divine, the
creative power which identifies error, sees through
the appearance of things to the reality and envisions
man as he should be. It expresses itself most fully
in art; but it is made.manifest in individuals
through energy and love. One form energy takes is
the revolutionary spirit which overthrows external
tyranny. One function of love is free and uninhibited sexual expression. (The inhibition and perversion of sexual love by arbit~ary moral codes was
to Blake one of the worst social evtls.) Through
energy and love, the imagination labors to unite all
the warring elements in the individual into a completely integrated whole, to recreate the unfallen
man. And as mankind becomes a society of perfectly
integrated free men, so the millenium approaches.
The political and spiritual millenium will be one.
Politically, mankind will be an "anarcy of love."
Spiritually, individual men will.be united into the
universal man who is God (Edward E. Bostetter,
"Without Contraries Is No Progression," Interim,
Vol. 3, #1, PP• 11~12).
.
When man improves his vision via an increase in
sensual perception, cleansing the doors of the senses, the
infinite world is ushered in.

"The tygers of wrath are

wiser than the horses of instruction" (from Blake's
Marriage g! Heaven and Hell).

Blake also said:

Error is created. Truth is Eternal. Error, or
Creation, will be Burned up, & then, & not till
Then, Truth or Etermity will appear. It is Burnt
up the Moment Men cease to behold it. I assert for
My Self that I do not behold the outward Creation
& that to me it is hindrance & not Action; it is
as the dirt upon my feet, No part of Me. "What,"
it will be Question'd, ''When the Sun rises, do you
not see a round disk of.fire somewhat like a
Guinea?" 0 no, no, I see an Innumerable company of
the Heavenly host crying, "Holy, Holy, Holy is the
Lord God Almighty." I question not my Corporeal
or Vegetative Eye any more than I would Question
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a Window concerning a Sight. I look thro' it &
not with it (from
Vision .Q! lli 1i!!! Judgment).

a

~

World.

Blake believed that reality existed

solely within the mind of man, and that mankind needed to
see through the eye rather than mil the eye, then, to
fully see and understand the world as it really is.
Blake believed that looking~ the eye focuses on the
fallen, finite object as real, but that looking through
the eye increasingly opens 1nS.2 the mind and infinity.
The illustration below can help to understand Blake's
theory of vision.

(Single
level
vision)

4 ➔

When man sees mil the eye, he has only single
vision, and sees only the finite rose, tyger or whatever
the object is.

But since for Blake reality exists only

within the mind, when man begins to see through the eye,
he begins to see the infinite with double vision, or
threefold vision, or eventually even Edenic (fourfold)
vision.

..

Edenic
(Four fold)
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Man.

According to Blake, there are four stages in

the spiritual life of man.
Beulah, and Eden.

These are Ul:ro, Generation,

The last three correspond to the con-

cept of innocence, experience, and higher innocence (or
childhood, youth, and maturity) of other philosophers and
poets.
Ulro is Blake's hell, into which any may fall by
stagnating, by refusing to follow the necessary cycle.
Thel, in Ill!,~ .2! ~ , refuses to enter generation
and complete the cycle.

To each of the four states a

level of vision pertains, from "single vision" of Ulro
(Newton) to the fourfold vision of emancipated art.
Purpose.

Although a poem of Blake's read apart

from the whole might well be enjoyed for aesthetic reasons, it does not seem likely that it could be read with
more than very limited comprehension, for, contrary to
the practice of most poets, none of Blake's poems was
written to be regarded as a separate and complete unit,
but rather as an integral part of the whole work, which
was to encompass and reveal the entire experience of man.
More specifically, William Blake's purpose in
writing his poems was to represent the history of certain
phases of the human soul.

He was not thinking of the

virtues and vices, but of the various states such as
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reason, revolution, wrath, etc., although he didn't refer
to them as such.

s.

Foster Damon comments:

If he called them by such obvious names as these,
their meaning was solidified past any fidelity to
actual psychology, and their tremendous dramas lost
all vitality. Therefore he invented names for them,
and endowed them with all the human attributes,
except subjection to the laws of cause and effect,
of time and space (6:69).
These various states of man's soul to which Blake gave
new names became the main characters in his mythology.
Mythologx.

According to Blakean mythology, before

his fall man was integrated, all his parts in perfect
balance.

The five senses as a unit Blake called Tharma,

while love he termed Luvah, and the poetic spirit of man
was called Urthona in Blake's mythology.

Reason, the

fourth part, was called Urizen (from "your reason").
These four parts, corresponding to the loins, heart, spirit,
and head of man, respectively, Blake referred to as the
four Zoas (5:478).
When Urizen tried to set up a kingdom of his own
and hold dominion over the other three Zoas, the body of
man was then out of balance, and this brought about the
fall.

This fall corresponds somewhat loosely to the fall

of Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden.

"Loosely," because

Blake gave no theological or historical validity to the
Bible but saw it as a series of symbols showing the
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psychological experiences of man and of a man.

Blake's

poetry does not actually cover the fall, but the event is
understood to have taken place a very long time before the
time dealt with in Blake's poetry.
Fallen man, given the name Albion by Blake, is also
one of the characters in the mythology.

After the fall,

Luvah becomes Ore, the spirit of rebellion, and Urthona,
the poetic spirit, becomes Los, the eternal prophet.

Los,

the great hero of Blake's mythology, is the sun god and
ruler of time as well as the eternal prophet (6:69).

In

addition, Los is the energetic Jesus Christ, the imagination within man.
Urizen (sometimes after the fall referred to as
Satan) (4:30), is the villain of the mythology.

Much of

Blake's poetry shows Urizen in conflict with Ore and Los.
In Ill! Four Zoas, Blake tells of the division and subsequent confusion, followed by a higher unity leading to
Jerusalem via Edenic, imaginative union.
The above comments on Blake's mythology are not
meant to imply that all of his poetry is a part of his
system of mythology. 'His Songs g! Innocence and g! Experience, for example, are not so obviously a part of his
mythology, and, although symbolical, they tend to be
somewhat less allegorical.

Nevertheless, the fall and
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resurrection of man is hinted at even here, and signs and
symbols of the Urizenic world, the "mind forg'd manacles,"
abound, as do foreflashes of the Edenic vision.
II.

BLAKE'S AWARENESS OF THE WORLD AS

REVEALED BY URIZENIC SYMBOLS
Urizen, the great villain of Blake's mythology,
appears in many forms and guises.

He appears, in fact,

as nearly anything that seems undesirable to Blake, but
especially as those forces, situations, or ideas that
bind, shackle, limit, oppress, command, and/or regulate
mankind.
Although he isn't called by the name Urizen until
~ F i r s t ~ 21, Urizen, he can be recognized in the
earlier poems by the symbols Blake associated with binding-oppressing-shackling forces.

Blake symbolized these

by use of such words as stone (or rocks), deserts, commands, reason, rules, logic, fathers, priests, kings,
mills, forests, night, winds, iron, stars, and others

(2:92).
Many of Blake's critics (both during his lifetime
and since) believed that he was a mystic, a religious
fanatic, or an ordinary madman for a number of reasons,
including the fact that the characters in his prophetic
poems did not behave according to the laws of conventional
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cause and effect and because, without investing some time
and effort in studying his works and system of symbols
and mythology, his poems seem unnecessarily obscure, and
because he claimed that he communicated hourly with his
brother who had been dead for some years.
Nevertheless, William Blake was none of these; he
had not by any means lost contact with the world of
reality.

Mark Schorer definitely shows Blake to be a

hallucinatory visionary, not a mystic ( 9:Chap. Ill, 47f).
Schorer gives and discusses fourteen proofs that
Blake is not a mystic.
1.

In brief, these are:

His intuitions do not have a religious but an
ethical content, do not deal with man's relationship to God but with man's relationship to
his total being and to other men.

2.

He is independent of religious tradition.

3.

The mystic and revolutionary are opposed in
principle.

4. Mystics assert validity and accessibility of
the supernatural and deny even relative validity to the natural.
5.

Blake's Christ comes not to fulfill the law
but to destroy it, to violate dogma, Urizen's,
of 10 commandments.
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6.

"Chastity and Abstinence" Blake calls the
"Gods of the Heathens."

7.

Mystics silence faculties (in Contemplation)
and expel personality; Blake exalts latter
and demands that it reintegrate its faculties.

8.

Mystics begin in the world • • • rejects it • • •
until he has isolated spirit from it.

9.

To Blake, reason not the agent of untruth but
of partial truth.

10.

Therefore his poems are not visions of some
transcendent harmony, of mystical union; they
are mythological statements of an utterly different vision:

the widening (after the narrow-

ing) of human perceptions; the improvement
(after the declension) of psychological and
social order.

Mystical union can come about

only after it declares that none of these is
worth having.

Blake's vision can flourish

only after these are achieved.
11.

He is opposite mystics' noetical, ineffable
state--Blake has no conception whatever of
ineffable experience, and no struggle whatever
to express the experiences he had.

12 •. Mystic demands an emptying of self to receive
his knowledge.

Blake demands fulfillment of self.
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13.

Mystic creates a conflict between the world
and himself in order that he may abolish
the world; Blake affirms, demands reintegration (9:47f).

Blake's awareness of the world around him is exemplified by the Urizenic symbols in the poems that reveal
his criticisms of the prevailing attitudes toward theology,
sociology, sex, and politics.

See, for a full account of

Blake as a man of this world, David Erdman, Blake:
Prophet Against Empire.
This chapter will now show Blake's use of Urizenic
symbols to reveal some of his views concerning the social,
sexual, theological, psychological, and political aspects
of the world in which he lived.
III.

URIZENIC SYMBOLS IN SOME OF
WILLIAM BLAKE'S POEMS

Social Aspects.

In "The Chimney Sweeper,~• Ill!

Songs .2! Innocence, Blake revealed some unfortunate circumstances in his society.

To illustrate his point of

view he wrote of a very small boy whose father forced him
to become a chimney sweeper.

The second and third lines

of the first stanza say, "And my father sold me while yet
my tongue/ Could scarcely cry "'weep! 'weep! 'weep! 'weep!"
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In this sentence the word "father" is used in the Urizenic
sense in that the son was bound by the father into the
chimney sweeping job.

Blake used the word "father," as

well as the words "priest" and
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king 11 in a derogatory way.

Indeed, the three together became his Hypocrite.

In

''Merlin I s Prophecy," he writes:
The King & the Priest must be tied in a tether
Before two virgins can meet together.
When he engraved his pictures of Urizen, he showed him as
a white-haired old man.
The third stanza of "The Chimney Sweeper" runs:
And so he was quiet, & that very night,
As Tom was a-sleeping, he had such a sight!
That thousands of sweepers, Dick Jo, Ned, & Jack,
Were all of them lock's up in coffins of black.
In the fourth line Blake has them "lock'd up in coffins of
black."

Here the idea of restriction, a central theme

running throughout Blake's poetry, is made even more
apparent.

The next stanza has an angel with a bright key

open the coffins and set them all free.

However, this is

only a dream, and in reality the boys are still confined
in their "coffins of black" in the chimneys.

This "angel"

is the conventional, pious 18th century religion which
Blake's "Devils" or agents of energy criticize so forcefully in the "Proverbs of Hell" in
and Hell.
-

.Ill! Marriage .2£ Heaven
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Following is "The Chimney Sweeper" from Songs .Q!
Experience:
A little black
Crying, 'weep!
"Where are thy
'.'They are both

thing among the snow,
'weep! in notes of woe!
father & mother? say?"
gone up to the church . to pray.

"Because I was happy upon the heath,
And smil 1 d.among the winter's snow,
They clothed me in the clothes of death
And taught me to sing the notes of woe.
"And because I am happy & dance & sing,
They think they have done me no injury,
And are gone to praise God & his Priest & King,
Who make up a heaven of our misery.
Here again a small boy working as a chimney sweeper
has been deserted by his parents (this time both of them).
While he works, they have gone to the church to pray.
The Urizenic element occurs again in the final stanza
when the chimney sweeper says that his parents think they
have done him no injury and have gone to praise God and
his Priest and King.

God, priest, and king are used here

with a negative connotation because they are the reason
for the parents deserting the child and, indeed, for the
child's enslavement.
Blake's views are brought forth even more plainly
in "London," also from his Songs .Q! Experience:
I wander thro' each charter'd street,
Near where the charter'd Thames does flow,
And mark in every face I meet
Marks of weakness, marks of woe.
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In every cry of every Man,
In every Infant's cry of fear,
In every voice, in every ban,
The mind-forg 1 d manacles I hear.
How the Chimney-sweeper's cry
Every black 1 ning Church appalls;
And the hapless Soldier's sigh
Runs in blood down Palace walls.
But most thro' midnight streets I hear
How the youthful Harlot's curse
Blasts the new born Infant's tear,
And blights with plagues the Marriage hearse.
In the first stanza Blake speaks of the charter'd
street and the charter 1 d Thatnes and in the same stanza
speaks of the marks of weakness and woe in every face.
The word "charter'd" is used here in the sense of being
completely mapped out and restricted to a certain course.
Opposition to restrictions being a central theme of Blake's,
he associates this restriction with the marks of weakness
and woe he sees in every face.
The last line of the second stanza comes close to
being a key to all of Blake's philosophy.

In every voice

and in every cry he hears the ''mind-forg'd manacles."

He

associated the mind-forged manacles with the chimney
sweeper's cry, the soldier's sigh, and the youthful harlot's
curse.

And all are a result of the confined and confirm-

ing Urizenic world.
In the last stanza he speaks of the ''Marriage hearse."
Although he didn't often use this word as a Urizenic symbol,
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here it appears to refer to marriage in the sense of a
restriction.

To bind a joy is to pervert it.

in his ttproverbs of Hell," "Damn braces.
Sexual Aspects.

As he says

Bless relaxes."

Following is "The Sick Rose" from

I.wt Songs .2f Experience:
0 rose, thou art sick!
The invisible worm
That flies in the night
In the howling storm,
Has found out thy bed
Of crimson joy,
And his dark secret love
Does thy life destroy.
In this poem Blake presents something of his views
on sex and love.

He believed that sexual expression was

restricted to the extent that it could destroy spontaneous
love.

Believing that sex is something good, Blake saw no

reason to hide it.

After stating that the rose (the usual

symbol of love) is sick, he mentions the invisible worm
(sexual symbol) that flies in the night in the howling
storm.

Night, then, is an obvious Urizenic symbol, and

the howling storm, although less obvious, is a form of
wind, another Urizenic symbol (2:92).

All symbol the dark-

ness, the sickness of reason-controlled world.
In the fifth line the phrase "found out thy bed"
shows t h a t ~ ~ was hidden, and the seventh line speaks
of "dark secret love."

If the love is dark and secret,
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it was plain to Blake why the rose was sick.

Blake implies

that love tends to thrive more in the daylight, in the
open, uninhibited freedom lost since the "fall."
THE GARDEN OF LOVE
I went to the Garden of Love,
And saw what I never had seen:
A Chapel was built in the midst,
Where I used to play on the green.
And the gates of this Chapel were shut,
And nThou shalt not" writ over the door;
So I turn'd to the Garden of Love
That so many sweet flowers bore;
And
And
And
And

I saw it was filled with graves
tomb-stones where flowers should be;
Priests in black gowns were walking their rounds,
binding with briars my joys & desires.

In "The Garden of Love" Blake saw conventional
religion as the despotic oppressor of love and sexual
expression.

In the poem the speaker returned to find a

chapel built in the Garden of Love, but what is worse, the
gates of the chapel were shut and "Thou shalt not" was
written over the door.

Again it is the repression and

restriction of passion and love that Blake abhorred.

The

"stony ten counnands" are Urizen•s.
In the final stanza he pointed out the graves and
tombstones where flowers should be.

Religion has brought
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death to love.

And the priests were binding (restricting)

his joys and desires.

The "Marriage hearse" is also

echoed here.
Theological Aspects.

As pointed out in the above

two paragraphs, "The Garden of Love" deals not only with
love but also with Blake's concept of religion.

Mark

Schorer, discussing the mystical interpretations of the
Bible, writes:
The Bible contains both ethical beauties and barbarisms, and the function of civilization is to
rescue, in the tradition it inherits, the former
from the latter. This assuredly was one of the
aims that Blake in his revisions of orthodoxy set
for himself Cf:67).
For Blake, the Bible assisted in the development of
a poetic myth

c,: 100)

and a true religion would be one

that frees rather than limits and oppresses.
It is apparent, then, that to Blake the "Thou shalt
not" commands and the priests who bind one's joys and desires are not something to be revered but rather something
to damn--a part of Urizen's plot to enslave fallen man.
The same feeling is expressed in "London" with the
reference to the small chimney sweeper's cry that "Every
black'ning Church appalls" as in "The Chimney Sweeper"
'

''

from the Songs g! Experience, where the parents have
deserted the small child and gone to the church to pray
and to "praise God & his Priest & King."
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Psychological Aspects.

In Blake's poem "The Tyger"

the two outstanding symbols of oppression are the forests
of the night and the stars.

The forests of the night sug-

gest the situation in France before the beginning of the
French Revolution.

The stars represent the armies of

counterrevolution (7:178).
In this poem the poet marvels that the formerly
lamb-like populace, once the Revolution had begun, could
become tigers brightly burning with such fearful symmetry.
In "London" the same Urizenic symbols discussed
.
.
above (the charter'd street, the charter'd Thames, the
mind-forg'd manacles, the marriage hearse) combine to
bring about the unfortunate mental condition of the people.
That is to say, the harlot's curse, the infant's cry of
fear, the cry of every man, the marks of weakness and woe
that Blake saw on the face of every one he met are signs
of neurosis brought on by the repression and anxiety which
in turn were brought about by the manacles forged in the
mind by the restrictions of the society.
Political Aspects.
phetic poems.

America is one of Blake's pro-

When Blake wrote this poem, the forces of

oppression and restriction had been given human attributes
and the name Urizen.

Urizen is sometimes, but not always,

called by name in America.

In America one can see more
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clearly the political aspects with which Blake was concerned.

The announced subject of America is the American

Revolution (3:124).
In addition to the expressed statement that the
concern of the poem is political, Urizenic symbols appear
from time to time in the poem, revealing Blake's attitude
toward the political events.

Line twenty-nine says,

"The King of England looking westward trembles at the
vision."

The king was the oppressor who was trying to

keep the colonists in subjection; hence, on the mythologi•
cal level, Urizen opposing Ore (revolt).

And in line

sixty-one Ore speaks of "The fiery joy, that Urizen per•
verted to ten commands."

This shows that Urizen, attempt-

ing as he always does to confine liberty and passion,
produced the Ten Commandments.

Ore, however, goes on to

say, "That stony law I stamp to dust; and scatter religion
abroad to the four winds as a torn book. • • • "
"The Tyger" can be read on several levels.

One of

them is political, as David Erdman has pointed out.
As already discussed to some extent under "Psychological Aspects," Blake was considering the French Revolution in this poem.

The king's oppression had produced

the "forests of the night" in France.

The stars, repre•

senting the counter-revolutionary armies, are a part of
the forces of oppression.

The stars throwing down their
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spears evidences the counter-revolutionary armies being
defeated (7:178-9), to Blake a highly desirable victory for
Ore (who represents the forces of revolt on the mythological level) (8:206).
Conclusion.

"The Tyger," one of Blake's better,

.

known (and often misinterpreted) poems, will serve then
as a unifying conclusion.

First, the poem:

Tyger! Tyger! burning bright
In the forests of the night,
What immortal hand or eye
Could frame thy fearful symmetry?
In what distant deeps or skies
Burnt the fire of thine eyes?
On what wings dare he aspire?
What the hand dare sieze the .fire?
And what shoulder, & what art,
Could twist the sinews of thy heart?
And when thy heart began to beat,
What dread hand? & what dread feet?
What the hammer? what the chain?
In what furnace was thy brain? .
What the anvil? what dread grasp
Dare its deadly terrors clasp?
When the stars threw down their spears,
And water'd heaven with their tears,
Did he smile his work to see?
Did he who made the Lamb make thee?
Tyger! Tyger! burning bright
In the forests of the night,
What immortal hand or eye,
Dare frame thy fearful symmetry.
Now a brief identification of the key symbols:
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Some further aids to symbol-meaning o f ~ Tyger:
Tyger:

is fierce forces in soul, needed to break the
bonds of experience (the mind-forg'd manacles);
see tyger, below.

-Fire:
-Fire:

in Blake equates with wrath, purification, and
inspiration (three causally connected symbolic
meanings).
in Prophetic works Los is anagram of sun, Sol:
Los, who represents Jesus Christ, the Poetic
Imagination, energy in revolt against the bondage of the fallen, finite Time-Space world of
error, repression, etc.

Forests: are the jungle of error in the mind of fallen
man, man who has allowed Reason (Urizen) to set
up a separate and illusory external world and
invented a God (Jehovah) and cruel codes to
explain that world.
Night:

is the darkness, the ignorance, the repression,
the perversion of the materialistic world of
experience, of fallen man.
promises renewal of light that comes before the
apocalyptic burning away of the Time-Space world.
Error, says Blake is created, and not until it
is entirely consumed can man be complete, J2.! Qg,g.

Tyger:

like the Lamb • • • is an externalization of a
psychologic state; we see what we are; hence
tyger has a double meaning: l. the terrifying
and frightful product of fallen man, the tigerish
elements in his mental jungle, and 2. the necessary step (wrath) toward regeneration (symboled
by Jerusalem); see Tyger, top of page.

Note the anvil-stroke of ''What • • • what • • • what,"
and realize that Los, a blacksmith, even in fallen man
creates Tyger images on the anvil of intuition. Schorer
(13:250) states that the justaposition of lamb-tiger points
not.merely to the opposition of innocence-experience, but
to the realization of the paradox they present. Innocent
impulses of lamb, curbed by restraints, and the lamb turns
into something else • • • the tyger. Innocence becomes
experience but does not rest here. It bursts forth in
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revolutionary wrath. Creation is satisfied when reason's
stars capitulate before wrathful energy. Tyger necessary
to renewal of Lamb.
In the fifth stanza • • • "When the stars threw
down their spears • • • 11 represents the capitulation of
Reason (Urizen) who, in,the Four~, finding passion
and natural joy withered undernis reign and the power of
the spirit weakened, says:
"I went not forth: I hid myself in black clouds
of my wrath; .
I called the stars around my feet in the night
of councils dark;
The stars threw down their spears and fled
naked away."
(English 466, Central Washington State College, H. L.
Anshutz)
In some "random jottings" handed out in his
'

'

English 466 and 492 classes at Central Washington State
College, summer, 1965, Professor H. L. Anshutz comments
as follows:
Blake's "The Tyger" can be read on many levels but
never on a single level, for it includes a psychological,
a social, a historical, possibly a sexual level of meaning.
The various meanings do not contradict one another but
form a complex and symbolical density, a "fearful symmetry."
In addition, each level of meaning will vary depending
upon our esthetic distance and the position we see Blake
occupying in and toward the poem.
The reader who approaches this poem without a knowledge of Blake's other works is at an immediate disadvantage. Further, if he approaches it without a knowledge
of the bible in its Blakean or "infernal" sense, he again
is confused. And unless he has.a distinct notion of
Blake's theory of knowledge and of reality, of the contraries of innocence and experience (that can only be
firmly resolved in the organized innocence reached by the
energetic fire of art), he once more is not a part of
Blake's audience. And should he fail to see that the
poem contains definite references to Blake's world (to
the French Revolution, the armies of freedom versus the
army of counter-revolution), he again is lost.
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The external world to Blake is a world of illusion
and delusion brought about by the dominance of the "single
vision" of Newton, Locke, Gibbon, and other 18th century
rationalists who have allowed man's reason to overawe his
other three Zoas or qualities: his passion (love), his
body, the blind sense of touc~, and most important, his
poetic (artistic) imagination (the Jesus Christ revolutionary force within him that will if heeded carry him
beyond the finite world into the infinite world of Eden
or art, where everything appears as the Human Form Divine).
The world of time-space is a world of chaos, a
forld of fragmentation, a world of error. Rationalism
(Urizen) has made of this 18th century would one of ''mind
forg 1 d manacles'': prisons, the evils of the church and
and state. Blak~ writes:
Prisons are built with stones of Law
Brothes with bricks of Religion
and again:
Kings and Priests must be tied in a tether
Before two Virgins may meet together
for all authoritarian (and external, externalizing) forces
pervert natural impulse and lead to suffering, evil, etc.
The tyger at one level is the imagination, the
Christ within man that can burn the sterile dead trees of
error away and allow the light of the artistic Eden (the
Los (sol--sun) forces within us) to show man the infinite.
At another level the tyger is the revolutionary force of
the French Revolution--the same energetic revolt against
established authority and confining orthodoxies that each
man also contains but often fails to allow growth. At
yet another level the tyger is the energetic force of
passion, of sex--the one sense that can act as a gateway
into the unifying and imaginative world and hence to the
final completion of Eden, the imaginative vision of
reality as One Man, The Human Form.
The speaker in the poem might be regarded as one
caught in the world of experience, one fallen into the
Urizenic error of supposing the external world is the
real (that the tyger is outside himself, not within) and
further, who has fallen into the even worse error of
supposing or inventing a supernatural, a Jehovah, a
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"Nobodaddy" in the external sky to explain the fallen
world (that fell when he himself allowed his reason to
assume a power out of proportion to its proper place.)
In this light, the questioner of the poem becomes increasingly caught in this fallacy and ends fearing and falling
into the Ulro-hell of all who so believe. Blake elsewhere has said (Auguries of Innocence):
Man was made for Joy & Woe;
And when this we rightly know
Thro' the World we safely go.

* * * * *
God appears & God is Light
To those poor Souls who dwell in Night,
But does a Human Form display
To those who Dwell in Realms of day.
Blake, then, is not the speaker at this level but
is satirizing and making ironic connnentary upon the
speaker (his poetry as well as his etched illuminated text
acting as a corrosive acid that burns away apparent suffaces to show the reality). For Blake knows that the contraries of reason (man's Spectre) and imagination (his
Emanation), man's real hell and heaven, must'·,be married,
for "without Contraries is no progression." Man must go
through the illusory and deluded state of innocence (mistaking the world as innocent, dreamy, lamblike) on on into
the searing, revealing heat of experience, where evil and
error become overly apparent--and on further into the state
of higher, organized innocence. He must not stagnate. He
must continue the progression. Blake says that he who
refuses to alter his opinion is like standing water and
breeds reptiles of the mind, and "He who desires but acts
not, breeds pestilence."
Instruction, teaching supposed truths (scientific
or religious) about the fallen and hence finite world,
especially that teaching based on the Locke hypothesis
that we learn by the series of impressions from and of the
external world--this to Blake is the major error. Reality,
truth, are internal. We project our own state upon the
external world (which in itself is a projection of the
mathematical, confining, limiting rationalism). When we
s e e ~ our eye we focus on the external as the real and
our perceptions, narrowed, are delusive. When we see
through the eye, our vista opens from the single v1.s1.on
(all subject, solipsistically revolving upon the decaying,
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vegetative memories of self) to the double world of
subject-object, to the triple world (or vision, perception) of the contraries man-woman and their offspring,
the child, to the final energetic fourfold vision of all
as one, the Human Form Divine. Seeing~ the eye is
materialistic vision; seeing through the eye opens inward,
instead of outward, and so opens into infinity.
Since rational instruction, since instruction as
to the false externalization of deity are pernicious and
enslaving, Blake says that 11 the Tygers of Wrath are wiser
than the Horses of Instruction. 0 Also that "Energy is the
only life, and it is from the Body; and Reason is the
bound and outward circumference of Energy" (from "The
Marriage of Heaven and Hell"). In this same work.he adds:
Damn braces.

Bless relaxes.

The way to move out of the enslaved and enslaving world of
rationalism and error is via art, via the imaginative wedding of passion and imagination, via balancing the four
qualities or "Zoas" instead of letting any one have false
and unnatural dominance. Once this state is achieved we
have the Tree of Life (The Human Form) instead of the
entangling Tree of Mystery (tree of knowledge of good and
evil, tree of Christianity).
In one sense, then, the questioner of the poem refuses an opportunity to move toward his own emancipation,
toward the Eden of art. If the tyger represents righteous
anger and forceful wrath directed against the conventional
18th century world of error, this is so--likewise if the
tyger is the fierce force of sex (as it appears to one
caught in the church orthodoxy, the "stony ten commands,"
the horrible "thou shalt not's" that.foolishly "call that
virginity that wishes but acts.not" (from "A Song of
Liberty"), foolishly assume passivity or perversion to be
the gateway to heaven instead of Blake's road: the improvement sensuous enjoyment. In "The Marriage of.Heaven and
Hell," Blake states:
Prudence is a rich, ugly old maid courted by Incapacity.
and again:
He who desires but acts not, breeds pestilence.
An opportunity not taken results in stasis, in an ever

deeper fall into error, into the falsehood and evil he
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sees so rampant in 18th century Deism, in the state as
well as the church (which he calls, respectively, the
Beast and the Whore).
If read from Blake's point of view, "The Tyger"
becomes a transitional stage in man's progression from
deluded innocence and error-filled experience (Stages I
and II of my philosophy charts) to a third and higher
stage of imaginary vision. In this level of reading, the
flaming, fierce tyger is the poetic imagination (Jesus
Christ, Los, Ore) within man that represents in one way
the wrath of his aroused and cleansed perception concerning the true state of the innocence and experience he has
lived through--an expanded perception of the real and inward source of the evils of the 18th century world of
Newton and rationalism (the mills of logic). Hence it
signals the turn toward imaginative (poetic, artistic)
vision that must come before the finite world burns away
and everything appears infinite. The jungle or confused
growth in the night of material vision will take fire and
burn away. The igniting force is the flaming wrath of
the visionary, the aroused man. Later in the poem explicit mention is made of Urizen (your reason), the Spectre,
the reasoning portion of man who has (in the 18th century)
set up a separate world (in the North, actually the realm
of Urthona or spirit, now frozen over under Urizen and
his stony ten commands, etc.). I n ~ .f.2!:!! Zoas, where
each of man's four entities rebels, revolts from the unity
of the others and sets up false and single-leveled empire,
error-ridden, Urizen (who actually felt he was doing man
a favor by ruling out the world of time-space) becoming
aware of and appalled by the evil that has flourished
under his "starry" dominance, calls the stars about him
in "the night of councils dark" and the "stars threw down
their spearsn and fled naked away--signalling:
1.

Reason (Urizen) giving up his separateness
and agreeing to rejoin the other three Zoas
and henceforth operate within his proper
sphere, and

2.

the armies of counter-revolution in France
laying down their arms, refusing to continue
the fight against the forces of freedom,

and hence, a necessary step toward man's reuniting into
the risen Albion, the Human Form Divine.
More prosaically and in terms of the romantic page
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of our philosophy charts and the State III rebirth, this
signals the movement from a rationalism, a materialism
to an imaginative vision that will see a reality beyond
the mechanical, the scientific (the "single vision" of
Newton, in which all rationalists sleep). Unlike many
romantics, however, Blake wishes to redeem, to reintegrate
reason, not cast it out entirely. Blake wishes for the
balanced man, he who has all four entities or Zoas in
proper tension and inter-relationship, acting as one
another's contraries.
In reading the poem one must also remember that,
hating and detesting all orthodoxy, all external authority
and restraint (really due to man's fall into reason and
the consequent error-filled world of evtl that man then
hastens to explain, to rationalize by inventing the Jenovah and his stony ten commands) Blake is giving us a
psychological drama: the improvement, after the fall,
of man's potentials. If he uses the Bible and the biblical fall and salvation.drama, it is but an analogue of
the psychological stages through which thinking people
must go to arrive finally at the unified and infinite
world via art.
As he writes in Auguries .2! Innocence:
I give you the end of a golden string
Only wind it into a ball
It will lead you in at Heaven's gate
Built in Jerusalem's wall.
Here, in the Edenic world of imaginative, of visionary
perception, there will be no 0 Priests in black gowns. • •
walking their rounds/ And binding with briars my joys
and desires."
Some of the above is further clarified in Frye's
Fearful Syrnmetr*, Schorer's William Blake, Gleckner's
~ Piper and t e Bard, Erdman's Blake:
Prophet Against
Empire, Bloom's The Visionary Company ~nd his Blake's
Apocalypse, Damon's William Blake, Adams' William Blake:
Reading .2! ~ Shorter Poems, Grant (Health Discussions
Series) Discussions 2f ~- Blake, and in various other
books and periodicals.

a

CHAPTER III
SUMMARY
Part I of this study explained something of the
background of William Blake's works.

It showed in general

terms Blake's religious philosophy, his views of laws, man,
and the world, his overall purpose in writing his poetry,
and something of his system of symbols in his mythology.
Part II had two objectives.

First, it presented

an explanation of what Urizen is and the fact that he
occurs in many forms and guises.

In the second place,

fart II discussed William Blake's awareness of the world
around him.
Part III showed Blake's use of Urizenic symbols
in presenting his views of the social, sexual, theological,
psychological, and political aspects of the world in which

,,,

/

he lived, and gave a resume using "The Tyger" as an
example of the multi-levels of Urizenic symbolism in Blake.
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